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Objectives
•
•
•

Identify and describe the most important elements of my ideal school culture
Develop a system for effectively evaluating culture in my school
Communicate expectations about school culture to students, staff, and families

Rubric Connection
Add this in
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Agenda

Setting a Vision for School Culture
Creating a School Culture Rubric
Managing School Culture
Setting Priorities for Year 1
Exit Ticket
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KEY IDEAS

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
1. “A culture will evolve, whether you shape it or not.” -- Nancy
Euske, UC Berkeley
2. It’s not enough to create an intentional culture; you also have
to be able to check in on it formally and informally to
evaluate progress and make adjustments
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LEARNING CONNECTION

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
Bringing your five-year vision for instruction and culture to
fruition requires communicating it effectively, designing systems
and structures to support it, and ways to evaluate how it’s going
and how to fix what’s going wrong.
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Review Your Vision

Write-Pair-Share
Read the “future present” vision that you wrote at the start of the
previous session. As you read, ask yourself, “Does this present a
thorough vision for school culture?”
If so…
• Underline or highlight the key words/phrases that
describe the culture you want to see in your school
• Go further to describe the culture you want to see in
more detail, with more specificity, or in more areas of the
school
If not… Add it now!
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VISION

Connecting to Leverage Leadership

When I walk into classrooms, I see students who are happy to be
learning and who are actively engaged in the work they’re
doing. There’s no “sage on the stage” – teachers are supporting
students’ learning but not doing the thinking for them.

RELEVANT LEVERS

Culture
STUDENT CULTURE

STAFF CULTURE

LEADERSHIP TEAM

Students are happy
to learn because
their work is
challenging and
engaging

Teachers clearly
understand their
role as classroom
facilitator and
believe this is how
students learn best

We conduct biweekly culture
walkthroughs to
assess classroom
culture against our
school culture rubric
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Agenda

Setting a Vision for School Culture
Creating a School Culture Rubric
Managing School Culture
Setting Priorities for Year 1
Exit Ticket
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Creating a School Culture Rubric

A school culture rubric defines what you want the culture of your school
to look like and allows you to evaluate the state of your school culture.

1 Create a tool to measure your culture.
2 Create systems to use it.

Discuss at your table: have you used a school culture rubric before? If
so, how? If not, how might you imagine using one?
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Creating a School Culture Rubric

Your School Culture Rubric should include:
 Explicit expectations for student and staff culture
 Important systems and structures, routines, and practices
 Behaviors, feelings, and attitudes you want to see
 What your culture looks like at different stages of success
Your rubric should be:
 Concrete and specific
 Easy to use to evaluate culture on a regular basis
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Exemplar
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Exemplar
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Exemplar
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Discuss: What Resonates? What Doesn’t?

When you look at the North Star and Harvest Collegiate rubrics:
 What resonates with you? What doesn’t?
 What do these rubrics allow the school to do well?
 What are the limitations of this type of rubric?
 How do these rubrics influence what you want your school culture
rubric(s) to look like?



Remember: your rubric needs to be something that you can
easily use to evaluate school culture on a regular basis
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Work Time: Creating a School Culture Rubric

Your School Culture Rubric should include:
 Explicit expectations for student and staff culture
 Important systems and structures, routines, and practices
 Behaviors, feelings, and attitudes you want to see
 What your culture looks like at different stages of success
Your rubric should be:
 Concrete and specific
 Easy to use to evaluate culture on a regular basis
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Agenda

Setting a Vision for School Culture
Creating a School Culture Rubric
Managing School Culture
Setting Priorities for Year 1
Exit Ticket
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Managing School Culture



For every aspect of your school culture, you’ll need people and
systems to manage it… when it’s going well and when it’s not.
Ask yourself:
 Who’s in charge of implementation and quality control?
 Where will you look for evidence of effectiveness?
 How will you know when it’s not working?
 What’s your response when there’s a breach…
…to kids?
…to your staff?
…to families?
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Culture System

Nuts and Bolts: A Handbook for Culture

What is it?
What is the purpose of this system in your school? What does it hope to
accomplish?
How does it work?
When and how does this system get implemented? What does it look like
in action?
Who manages and supports it?
Who is in charge of planning and leading this system? Who helps make
sure it’s going well? Who can teachers/staff call on if they need help?
What happens when things go wrong?
How will you respond to breaches? How do you expect your staff to
respond? What policies and procedures are in place to support responses
to breaches in this system?
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Nuts and Bolts: A Handbook for Culture (Example)

Advisory

What is it?
At Sunshine Middle School, small group Advisories (9:1 student-teacher
ratios) ensure that all students are known well by an adult and that
students’ individual social-emotional needs are met.
How does it work?
Advisory meets three afternoons a week. Every Monday is a class
meeting; Tuesdays are individual student check-ins; and Fridays are
devoted to team-building and school spirit activities.
Who manages and supports it?
All teachers at Sunshine Middle are advisors, and curriculum is
collaboratively planned in grade teams under the leadership of our AP of
Guidance and with the support of our guidance team.
What happens when things go wrong?
Once a week, the guidance team conducts Advisory walkthroughs and
provides advisors with feedback and action steps to improve according to
the “Advisory” category in our culture rubric.
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Exemplar: UP Academy Culture Playbook
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Agenda

Setting a Vision for School Culture
Creating a School Culture Rubric
Managing School Culture
Setting Priorities for Year 1
Exit Ticket
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Setting Priorities for Year 1

KEYS TO FINDING THE TIME FOR QUALITY
SCHOOL LEADERSHIP

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
1. Lock in your weekly schedule.
2. Defend your time from distractions.
3. Manage your daily and monthly tasks.
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Setting Priorities for Year 1

At the end of Year 1, what have you accomplished for
each lever? What does it look like? Assume:
• Every teacher in the building is observed every week.
• Every teacher is getting feedback every week.
• Every teacher is getting explicit support on his or her lesson plans
via the weekly check-in.
• Staff are regularly receiving high-quality professional development.
• Interim assessments are substantively and deeply analyzed.
• You or another leader is present to drive student culture at key
moments of the day.
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Setting Priorities for Year 1: Example

1

All teachers will use data from CFUs to make instructional decisions.

2

All teachers will receive weekly feedback on their use of CFUs.

3
4
5
6
7

All teachers will use a common lesson template that scripts CFUs.
All teachers will have had at least 9 hrs of PD on using CFU data
Our student attendance rate will be 90% for the year.
100% of effective/highly effective teachers will come back next year.

An ILT will exist and will have developed a plan for SY15-16 priorities.
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Agenda

Setting a Vision for School Culture
Creating a School Culture Rubric
Managing School Culture
Setting Priorities for Year 1
Exit Ticket
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Exit Ticket

What are your next steps to turn your five-year vision into reality? Add
additional items to the list you created in the previous session;
remember, these are things you need to accomplish this summer to
advance your vision.
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